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Sally R. Gaglini can thank
NKOTB for her career in
entertainment law.
Unhappy with her day job,
Gaglini approached her family
law professor one night
and asked if he knew
of any lawyers looking for help. He didan entertainment
lawyer who had just
signed a new client,
Nynuk. Gaglini soon found
herself aiding in the representation of one of the biggest boy
bands of the 1980s when the
group changed its name to New
Kids on the Block.
“If you are going to be a law
clerk, let it be for a band like the
New Kids,” she says. “Lightning
struck once and I happened to be
there.”
One of Gaglini’s first assignments was to research child performer statutes. Later in her career, she drafted the
Massachusetts law that requires
contract review for child performers to ensure the money they earn
is preserved until they turn 18.
Entertainment law can lead to a
clash of egos, says Gaglini, who
practices in Boston, but she keeps
a quote from ethicist Michael

Josephson on her desk to ground
her, which reads: “What will matter is every act of integrity, compassion, courage, or sacrifice that
enriched, empowered, or encouraged others to emulate
your example.”
Gaglini shares her
expertise as an adjunct faculty member at her alma
mater, teaching a
typically filled-to-capacity entertainment law course
each year and offering summer
internships to law students
through the Rappaport Center for
Law and Public Service at Suffolk.
She recently completed a manuscript about child performers in
America, hoping to provide guidance about the law and assist star
kids and their families.
Since 1988, Gaglini has also
served as a court-appointed
guardian ad litem for people with
special needs.
She is a member of the board
of directors for the Massachusetts Family & Probate American
Inn of Court and created Zip
Celebrity, Inc., which matches
celebrities and sponsorship, with
a portion of licensing fees going
to charity.
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“If you are going to be a law clerk, let it
be for a band like the New Kids.”
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